Roger
Helping to hear in noise
and over distance
Bridging the understanding gap

For young listeners to engage in meaningful
verbal communication, they must be able to
clearly hear and understand the voice of the
speaker. For children with hearing difficulties
this can be a real challenge - especially in
difficult listening situations like noisy rooms
and over distance. Even when they are wearing
the very latest hearing technology.
It’s a challenge that calls for some intelligent
help.

Introducing Roger
Roger by Phonak is the new digital standard
that bridges the understanding gap. It uses a
cutting-edge wireless microphone to pick up
the voice of the speaker, before transmitting it
wirelessly – via miniature receivers –
into a child’s hearing aids or cochlear implants
(CIs).
The result is an entirely new and scientifically
proven level of speech clarity for the child.
The kind of performance that, in the past,
children with hearing loss and their parents
could only dream of.
No matter which hearing aids or cochlear
implants a child wears, Roger can help them
to hear and understand.

A Roger system to suit you
With Roger there is a wireless microphone to
suit every listener. From the discreet
premium-performance Roger Pen to the
advanced Roger Clip-On Mic - with Roger
there’s no reason why every child or teenager
cannot join the revolution.

Roger Pen

Roger Clip-On Mic

The inconspicuous Roger Pen with fully
automated multiple microphone settings and
Bluetooth connectivity enables you to hear and
understand in loud noise and over distance.

The Roger Clip-on Mic is an easy-to-use
wireless microphone that offers one-click
connection to Roger receivers for one-to-one
communication in loud noise and over distance.

It can be used as a standalone microphone or
alongside other Roger Clip-On Mics or
additional Roger Pens.

This compact microphone packs industryleading Roger speech-in-noise performance into
a discreet, small device. It can be used as
a standalone microphone or alongside other
Roger Clip-On Mics or the Roger Pen to allow
communication between multiple speakers.

Plus it features wideband audio Bluetooth for
mobile phone calling, an audio input for
listening to your iPod or other multimedia
devices and TV connectivity.
See our situational guide for more advice.

It also includes an audio input for listening to
multimedia and TV connectivity.
See our situational guide for more advice.

A Roger system for every situation...

In a buggy
It is difficult to understand speech
when it comes from a direction
other than that your facing. For a
child sitting in a buggy, this is
definitely the case. A Roger system
overcomes all of these issues,
bringing the parent or caregiver’s
voice directly into the child’s ears.

Playing sports
Children with hearing loss find it
easier to respond to a coach’s
instructions when they can hear
these commands directly – wherever
they are on the field of play and
whatever the level of surrounding
noise. This way, instead of missing
out on useful advice, they can listen,
improve and get in the game.

At the park
Outdoor spaces such as parks and
playgrounds often present all of the
listening challenges that children
with a hearing loss face - there is
surrounding noise, distance and
speech-reading is virtually impossible
due to children constantly moving
around.

During group activities
Group activities and meal times pose
a real challenge for children who
have hearing difficulties, due to the
complex mix of chatter, background
noise and clinking cutlery. A Roger
wireless microphone system
effectively cuts out this distracting
noise, helping a child hear and
respond more easily.

Where there are multiple speakers
Following the words of one person is
difficult enough, but if another
starts talking too, speech
understanding becomes even
trickier. Roger microphones,
however, can be easily joined
together in a small network. This
allows a young listener to accurately
hear what everyone has to say,
without the speakers having to
share a single microphone.

On the phone
Phone calls can be a struggle for
children with a hearing loss, which
is both frustrating and can separate
them from their peers. Certain Roger
products have features built-in for
effective one-touch mobile phone
calling - ensuring everyone can keep
their social life right on track.

In the car
Car journeys are one of the most
difficult listening situations for
hearing-impaired children due to
the constant loud hum of engine
and road noise. Roger technology’s
direct-to-the-ear approach enables
a child to better hear and respond
to his or her parents’ voices.

Enjoying multimedia
Wireless Roger microphones connect
to any multimedia device’s audio-out
jack - enabling a youngster to hear
their favourite songs, movies, video
games and educational software
clearly in their ears. And all without
needing to crank up the volume!

Further information
If you are interested in finding out more information or purchasing any of the devises please visit:

www.hearingadvisor.co.uk
or call:
0808 149 6478
to find your nearest hearing healthcare professional.

